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Dr. Israel Soibelman is the Assistant to the Director for Strategic Initiatives at MIT Lincoln Laboratory 

(MITLL).  He is responsible for assisting in the development of Laboratory-level strategic planning and 

leading and helping grow external strategic relationships. Dave Pronchick runs the MITLL Small Business 

office and is responsible for the Small Business Program.   

Dr. Soibeman kicked off the discussion by talking about the vast amounts of investments that are being 

made in both the private and government sectors, with private sector investments at 3 to 4 times the 

amount of investment made by government.  The big problem for national security and US DOD is how to 

find out about all the technology advancements and investments being made, and then how to connect 

with the companies and technologies.  In our world today, our “enemies” have no problem finding and 

getting access to investments and technologies.  The challenge for the US and the government is how to 

open up the portal to innovation and the small business that are generating ideas and technologies, in 

order to find new solutions and transition the technologies to the places in need.   

MITLL is a major figure in the R&D world, and has a history dating back to World War II.  In the early days 

they were known as the MIT Rad Lab, with a classified facility on MIT’s campus.  They engaged in rapid 

prototyping, developing over 100 radar systems for the military.  Now they are located at Hanscom Air 

Force Base.  For 65 years they have kept a low profile, earning a great record of technical achievements, 

contributing to both DOD and the commercial world.  Their strength is in exploring and developing new 

concepts that lead to cutting edge solutions, from the first continental air defense system and real-time 

computing in the 50s and 60s; to the first RADAR-based satellite imaging, airborne collision avoidance 

system and first prototypes for military communication satellites in the 70s and 80s; to 3-D laser imaging, 

optical lithography and NASA’s Chandra X-ray observatory in the 90s and beyond.  MITLL is involved in air 

and missile defense, ISR and tactical systems, air traffic control, tactical systems, communication systems, 

space control, advanced electronics, cyber security and homeland protection.   

MITLL is a federally funded, non-profit R&D center (FFRDC).  All the employees are MIT employees.  While 

some other FFRDCs are run by corporations, Lincoln Labs is run by MIT, and charges no fee to the 

Government.  Lincoln Labs is a no profit/no loss center, and MIT views the operation as its contribution to 

US defense.  Understandably, MITLL recruits directly from MIT, in order to attract the best and brightest in 

technology to the Labs.  The connection has been valuable in support of their mission: Technology in 

Support of National Security.”  Primary Government customers include DOD, NASA, DOE, and DHS.   

In the realm of FFRDCs, there are three types:  some are engaged in policy (e.g. RAND); some are involved 

in systems engineering (e.g. MITRE/Aerospace Corp); and others, like MITLL, are engaged in Research and 

Development.  Typically, R&D-focused FFRDCs are given difficult problems to solve that the Government 

does not want out in public or commercial industry just yet, or they believe do not have available solutions 



that exist anywhere else.  MITLL will research, create and prototype solutions that will then be tech 

transferred into business.  Their focus is to understand the best way to solve a problem.  They play a key 

role in system architecture engineering; long-term technology development; and rapid system 

assessment, prototyping and demonstration.  The organization deals with technology from the component 

level to large, complex systems.  In addition to technology expertise, MITLL is involved with systems 

architecture, developing a keen understanding the real problem the customer is trying to solve.  The focus 

starts with the end user.  MITLL develops noncompetitive relationships with industry as they promote 

cross-Service technology awareness.   

The mission areas of MITLL reflect the current challenges and priorities, and thus have evolved over time.  

Today the mission areas include:   

 Air, Missile & Maritime Defense Advanced Technology 

 Homeland Protection Space Control 

 Air Traffic Control ISR Systems and Technology 

 Communication Systems Tactical Systems 

 Cyber Security Engineering 

Given the role of MITLL and an FFRDC, MITLL is looking to improve its ability to perform tech transfer, 

especially with small business.  The Lab wants to build more relationships with small business and spin out 

more technology to industry.  By design, the Lab is an unbiased agent for the Government and will look 

objectively at technologies and solutions that best meet the needs of the defined mission.  The ultimate 

goal is to get their technology and technical solutions into production in the industrial base.  MITLL cannot 

compete with business for funds.  Once they identify a solution or technology to address a need, they 

have to get it into the hands of industry.  MITLL has recently transferred valuable technology, such as 

arrays technologies critical to communications, Lidar sensing, biological sensors, and cyber security.   

Each year, approximately $1 billion comes to the Lab, and at least $450 million goes to procurements 

involving private sector industry.  Many companies that secure funding are from the New England 

region.  Unlike other FFRDCs that are appointed funding through congressional line item, MITLL is 

associated with an unfunded contract.  Except for approximately $30 million in the congressional 

budget for independent research, the funds come to MITLL only when there is a customer with a need 

who has funding to support their associated projects.   

The Government has unlimited data rights for work they fund.  If MITLL is funding by the commercial 

side, the data rights will be negotiated through MIT for any tech transfer, and MITLL will get 

approximately 1/3 of the associated licensing fees that are designated to fund their STEM activities.  

MITLL has a number of specialized facilities for advanced research, technology development and 

prototyping.  Specialized facilities include:   

 



 Microelectronics Laboratory Lincoln Space Surveillance Complex 

 Interactive Supercomputer (1.75 Petaflops) RF System Test Facility 

 ISR Processing and Exploitation Laboratory Polymer Laboratory 

 Environmental Test Laboratory Airborne Test Bed Facility  

 Optical Systems Test Facility High Bay Integration 

 Machine Shops and Additive Manufacturing Rapid Hardware Integration Facility 

 Lincoln Research Network Operations Center 

 

Over the years the educational expertise mostly involved physics and electrical engineering, but in 

recent years the expertise and training needs have included those disciplines associated with pressing 

mission needs such as chemistry, biology, meteorology, cyber security, computer engineering and 

materials science.  There is now a diversity of disciplines at the Lab to accommodate a wide range of 

programs.  Two-thirds of lab employees have advanced degrees.    

Some of the current advanced technology includes cryogenic lasers, advanced focal planes, quantum 

bits, and miniature low-Power receivers.  Some of the current system prototypes include the space 

surveillance telescope, the XTR-1 Radar, ALIRT 3-D Imaging, Rapid Agent Aerosol Detector, and the 

Lunar Laser Communication Demo.  One of todays’ pressing needs in for space situational awareness 

due to the widespread emergence of microsatellite technology and space debris and the needed 

capability of systems to detect and track space objects.  MITLL is actively addressing this challenge with 

its Space Surveillance Telescope performing asteroid observations and data collection.   

In November 2013, MITLL opened up Beaver Works in Cambridge, MA; approximately 5000 sq ft of 

prototyping lab, classrooms and research areas.  Here is where MIT conducts the academic capstone 

classes and projects involving MIT students, faculty, grad students and MITLL employees.  These 

projects are part of graduation and allow non-classified technologies and people to come together to 

craft solutions.   Beaver Works is also involved in high school projects, humanitarian initiatives, and 

“Hackaton’s.”  Over the past 4 years, several projects (e.g. Micro-UAV technology) have been 

developed that have come to the classified labs for further exploration and development through the 

MITLL Perdix Micro-UAV system.   

Following Dr. Soibelman’s portion of the presentation, Dave Pronchick, from MITLL’s Small Business 

Office (SBO) talked about the MITLL’s small business program.  It was set up to promote the maximum 

practicable opportunities for small business and support outreach activities to the industrial base.  

Their goal is to contract 44% to small business.  They promote their small businesses by submitting 

nominations from their base for the SBA awards.  This office maintains a small business vendor 

database, assists with SAM registration, participates in matchmaking events, and coordinates 

subcontractor/vendor export compliance confirmation.  Annually, this office hosts the MITLL Small 

Business Award Ceremony.   



This organization hosts vendor visits where they set up tables in their cafeterias to showcase 

companies and their technologies and services to the employees of MITLL.  These events happen 

weekly, and the SBO sends notification emails of upcoming visits to pertinent groups and departments 

identified by the vendor.  Each weekly event showcases a single vendor.   

In FY17, $522 million was contracted out from the Lab, with $215 million going to small businesses.  

The typical R&D procurement cycle time is 30 days or less for procurements under $150K; and 90-120 

days for procurements greater than $150K.   

MITLL utilizes the Cooperative Research and Development Agreements (CRADAs).  This is a vehicle 

widely used by MITLL to provide access to MITLL’s unique technologies, capabilities, expertise and 

facilities.  CRADAs are funded 100% by a private sector partner and covers MITLL’s internal operating 

and outside procurement expenses.  (In-kind funding is accepted, as well.)  MITLL has also received the 

“green light” for doing Small Business Innovation Research Program (SBIR) and Small Business 

Technology Transfer Program (STTR) with industry.  SBIRs and STTRs involve three phases, where the 

Lab partners with small businesses on Phase I and Phase II, only.  MITLL does not, and cannot, get 

involving in Phase III - the commercialization stage.  They never compete with industry. 

Dave Pronchick and Dr. Soibelman encouraged any small business that has potential technologies and 

solutions of interest to contact them to showcase their technologies and to become part of their 

vendor database.   


